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The relationship between twist and shear centres in an orthotropic SAINT–VENANT beam, with ﬁberwise
homogeneous elastic moduli and constant Poisson ratios, is investigated. Arbitrary cross-sections are
considered. As a new result the relative position of these points is expressed in terms of the scalar poten-
tial whose gradient is the rotated ﬁeld of twist tangential stresses. Its evaluation requires the solution of
nþ 1 boundary value problems, being nP 0 the number of holes in the cross-section. In an isotropic and
homogeneous beam the potential is PRANDTL stress function and known formulae, providing the relative
position of twist and shear centres, are recovered. Explicit expressions of sliding-torsional compliance
blocks for TIMOSHENKO beams, deﬁned by an energy condition of equivalence with the orthotropic and ﬁb-
erwise homogeneous SAINT–VENANT theory, are provided. Coincidence of twist centre and TIMOSHENKO shear
centre is proven. Numerical computations on homogeneous and composite orthotropic L-sections are
performed.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In SAINT–VENANT beam theory the notions of twist and shear cen-
tres are introduced to provide kinematical and energetic deﬁni-
tions of torsion-free bending (Weber, 1926; Cicala, 1935;
Schwalbe, 1935; Trefftz, 1935; Osgood, 1943; Goodier, 1944;
Weinstein, 1947; Timoshenko and Goodier, 1951; Sokolnikoff,
1956; Novozhilov, 1961; Solomon, 1968; Lurje, 1970; Nowacki,
1970; Capurso, 1971; Fraeijs de Veubeke, 1979; Muller, 1982; And-
reaus and Ruta, 1998; Ruta, 1999; Ecsedi, 2000). The shear centre
CSH, often called center of ﬂexure (Sokolnikoff, 1956), is the point
in the cross-section plane such that the relevant twisting moment
is proportional to the twist a, average of the local-twist ﬁeld. The
twist centre CTW is instead such that a tangential stress ﬁeld with
vanishing resultant moment about it performs no mutual work
when interacting with any torsion tangential strain ﬁeld (see e.g.
Trefftz, 1935). An alternative deﬁnition of twist centre is based
on the observation that the cross-section warping due to twist is
unique to within an afﬁne scalar function of the position vector
(Cicala, 1935; Weinstein, 1947). In Romano et al. (2012) it is shown
that SAINT–VENANT twist centre is coincident with TIMOSHENKO shear
centre (Yu et al., 2002) evaluated by the homogeneous and isotro-
pic SAINT–VENANT beam theory. The relative position of SAINT–VENANT
twist and shear centres for isotropic and homogeneous elastic
beams was ﬁrst investigated by Pearson (1956) with an analysis
in terms of stress function (Prandtl, 1903) and in centroidal princi-ll rights reserved.pal coordinates of inertia. An independent treatment, conﬁned to
simply connected cross-sections, was carried out by Stephen and
Maltbaek (1979) apparently unaware of the previous contribution.
The issue has been addressed by Romano et al. (2012) with a coor-
dinate-free formulation, pertaining to arbitrary cross-sections,
with the computational convenience that evaluation of principal
directions and of relevant coordinate changes are not required.
These results will be extended here to orthotropic elastic beams
with ﬁberwise homogeneous elastic moduli and constant Poisson
ratios. The plan is the following. In Section 2 the coordinate-free
expressions of displacement, strain and stress ﬁelds are provided
and shear and twist centres are introduced. In Section 3, the twist
tangential stress ﬁeld is expressed in terms of the gradient of the
twist stress potential. This potential plays the role of PRANDTL stress
function (Prandtl, 1903) of the linearly elastic, isotropic and homo-
geneous SAINT–VENANT beam theory. In Section 4, it is shown that the
relative position of twist and shear centres may be expressed by a
new formula in terms of the sole twist stress potential. In Section 5,
resorting to the formula by Yu et al. (2002) providing the relative
position of TIMOSHENKO and SAINT–VENANT shear centres, it is proven
that TIMOSHENKO shear centre coincides with SAINT–VENANT twist cen-
tre if the sliding-torsional compliance of TIMOSHENKO beam is evalu-
ated by an energy condition of equivalence with the orthotropic
and ﬁberwise homogeneous SAINT–VENANT beam theory. In Section 6,
numerical implementations are performed to analyze the effect of
orthotropy on the relative position of SAINT–VENANT twist and shear
centres for homogeneous and composite orthotropic L-sections
with various tickness ratios.
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LetX be the multiply connected cross-section of a linearly elas-
tic, orthotropic and ﬁberwise homogeneous beam subject to exten-
sion, ﬂexure, shear and torsion. The body force ﬁelds, the surface
loadings on the beam lateral mantle and the normal interactions
between axial ﬁbers are assumed to vanish (Saint-Venant,
1856a,b; Clebsh, 1862). The constitutive behavior of each axial ﬁ-
ber of the beam is described by:
 an EULER modulus (often called YOUNG modulus) E,
 a symmetric tensor of POISSON ratios P :¼P2i¼1mieigei 2 LðV ;VÞ,
 a positive deﬁnite symmetric tensor of LAME´ shear moduli
K :¼P2i¼1lieigei 2 LðV ;VÞ,
where V (with dual V) is the 2-D space of translations, in the plane
of X, endowed with metric tensor g and tensor product g; the
orthogonal unit vectors e1; e2 deﬁne the principal directions of
orthotropy (Lekhnitskii, 1963). We assume that tensor P is the
same for all the ﬁbers while scalar E and tensor K may change
ﬁber-by-ﬁber. Moreover, we denote by k 2 V the unit vector along
the axis z of the beam, by r the position vector in X with respect to
the centre G of the EULER moduli ﬁeld E : X#R of beam’s axial
ﬁbers, and by R 2 LðV ;VÞ the isometry which rotates by p=2 coun-
terclockwise the vector ﬁelds in V, so that RT ¼ R1 ¼ R and
RR ¼ I (see Fig. 1). A dot stands for linear dependence on the sub-
sequent argument. The elastostatic problem of SAINT–VENANT beam
is dealt with by describing the involved linear operators
A 2 LðW;WÞ as four-blocks arrays, where W is the three-
dimensional linear space of translations associated with EUCLID
ambient space. Hence, the image of a three-dimensional vector
hþ hzk 2 W , with h 2 V , by the operator A 2 LðW;WÞ is repre-
sented by the block product rule:






 :¼ A11  hþ a12hzgða21;hÞ þ A22hz

;
with A11 2 LðV ;VÞ, a12 2 V , ga21 2 V and A22 2 R. The transposed







The symmetry requirement A ¼ AT is then equivalent to the block
properties: A11 ¼ AT11;a12 ¼ a21. In agreement with these premises,
CAUCHY stress and the associated elastic strain, at any point of the
linearly elastic, orthotropic and ﬁberwise homogeneous beam, are
provided by the four-blocks arrays:
Tðr; zÞ ¼ O sðrÞ
gsðrÞ rðr; zÞ

 and Dðr; zÞ ¼ eðr; zÞP 12 cðrÞgð12 cðrÞÞ eðr; zÞ

;
where s : X# V and rz : X#R are the tangential and the normal
stress ﬁelds on the cross-section at the abscissa z, with the corre-
sponding elastic tangential strain and elastic axial extension,
respectively, given byFig. 1. SAINT–VENANT beam.cðrÞ ¼ K1ðrÞ  sðrÞ
eðr; zÞ ¼ rðr;zÞEðrÞ :
(
Resorting to CESàRO-VOLTERRA formula (Cesàro, 1906; Volterra, 1907),
it can be shown that the displacement ﬁeld of SAINT–VENANT beam, in
terms of the axial elongation eG at G, of the bending curvature
dðzÞ :¼ dð0Þ þ d0z deﬁned by the gradient with respect to r of the
beam axial extensions ﬁeld e, of the twist a and of the cross-section
warping u : X#R, has the expression:
uðeG;dð0Þ;d0;a; r; zÞ ¼ 12 RrgRPr Prgr
 
















It is worth noting that if P ¼ mI, the formula above provides the dis-
placements of an isotropic and homogeneous beam (Romano et al.,
2012). The tangential and normal stress ﬁelds on the cross-section
at the abscissa z are given by the formulas:
sðd0;a;rÞ ¼KðrÞ  cðd0;a;rÞ ¼KðrÞ  23 ðRrgRPrÞd
0 þaRrþruðd0;a;rÞ ;




The boundary value problem for the cross-section warping is for-
mulated as follows. Let us denote by an apex the derivative along
the beam axis, by n the outward normal versor ﬁeld to @X and by
div and r the divergence and gradient operators. Imposing the dif-
ferential and boundary conditions of equilibrium:
divsðd0;a; rÞ þ r0ðd0; rÞ ¼ 0 in X;
gðsðd0;a; rÞ;nðrÞÞ ¼ 0 on @X;
we infer that the warping uðd0;aÞ : X#R is solution of the follow-
ing problem:
divðKðrÞruðd0;a; rÞÞ ¼ aðd0;a; rÞ; r 2 X;
gðKðrÞruðrÞ;nðrÞÞ ¼ bðd0;a; rÞ; r 2 @X;
(
with
aðd0;a; rÞ :¼ EðrÞgðd0; rÞ þ divðKðrÞ~cðrÞÞ;
bðd0;a; rÞ :¼ gðKðrÞ~cðrÞ;nðrÞÞ;
~cðrÞ :¼ 23 ðRrgRPrÞd
0 þ aRr:
Since the warping ﬁeld depends linearly on the parameters d0 and a,
we can set:
uðd0;a; rÞ ¼ gð/SHðrÞ;d0Þ þ a/TWðrÞ;
so that the shear warping /SH : X#V and the twist warping
/TW : X#R are the solutions of the following boundary value
problems:
divðr/SHðrÞKðrÞÞ ¼ EðrÞr 23 divððRPrgRrÞKðrÞÞ; r 2 X;
r/SHðrÞKðrÞ  nðrÞ ¼  23 ðRPrgRrÞKðrÞ  nðrÞ; r 2 @X;
(
and
divðKðrÞr/TWðrÞÞ ¼ divðKðrÞRrÞ; r 2 X;
gðKðrÞr/TWðrÞ;nðrÞÞ ¼ gðKðrÞRr;nðrÞÞ; r 2 @X:
(
The linear dependence of the tangential stress ﬁeld on the shearing
vector d0 and on the twist a leads to the following split formula:
sðd0;a; rÞ ¼ sSHðd0; rÞ þ sTWða; rÞ;
with:
Fig. 2. Multiply connected cross-section.
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 
 d0 ¼: FSHðrÞ  d0;
sTWða; rÞ :¼ aKðrÞ  Rrþr/TWðrÞ  ¼: afTWðrÞ;
8<
:
the shear and twist tangential stress ﬁelds, respectively, and to the
introduction of the shear centre CSH, named by Sokolnikoff (1956)
center of ﬂexure. Such a point is deﬁned by the property that the
resultant moment about it of any shear tangential stress ﬁeld sSH
vanishes. The other point introduced in beam theory is the twist
centre CTW (Trefftz, 1935), characterized by the vanishing of the
elastic mutual work performed by any tangential stress ﬁeld
sðd0;aÞ, with vanishing resultant moment about CTW, for any twist
tangential strain ﬁeld cTWða; rÞ :¼ K1ðrÞ  sTWða; rÞ. To evaluate the
kinematic parameters feG;dð0Þ;d0;ag involved in the expression of
the displacement ﬁeld, we deﬁne the dual static counterparts:
 normal force: N ¼ RX rðr; zÞdA,
 bending moment with respect to G: MGðzÞ ¼
R
X rðr; zÞrdA,
 shear force: S ¼ RX sðr; zÞdA,
 twisting moment with respect to CSH:MCSH ¼
R
X gðRr; sTWðrÞÞdA.
Taking into account the expressions of the tangential stress ﬁeld
s : X# V and of the normal stress ﬁeld rz : X#R, we infer the
following linear elastic constitutive relations:
N ¼ AðEÞeG; MGðzÞ ¼ JGðEÞ  dðzÞ;
S ¼ JGðEÞ  d0; MCSH ¼ cðKÞa;
(
where AðEÞ :¼ RX EðrÞdA and JGðEÞ :¼ RX EðrÞrgrdA are axial and
bending stiffnesses and cðKÞ :¼ RX gðRr; fTWðrÞÞdA is twist stiffness.
It can be shown that the location of the shear and twist centres is









which are the generalization of the ones proven in Romano et al.
(2012) with reference to the linearly elastic, isotropic and homoge-
neous SAINT–VENANT beam theory. The coordinate version of the for-
mula above about the twist centre was obtained by Ecsedi (2000)
for linearly elastic, isotropic and ﬁberwise homogeneous Saint–
Venant beams.
Remark 2.1. In cartesian components r  fx; yg, R  0 11 0

, so




. The orthogonal versors direc-
ted along the principal axes of orthotropy are described by the
numerical vectors: e1  fe1x; e1yg and e2  fe2x; e2yg, so that POISSON
and LAME´ tensors are expressed by the matrices:





















The components of SAINT–VENANT elastic strain D are given by the
relations:
eðx; y; zÞ :¼ ezðx; y; zÞ ¼ rzðx;y;zÞEðx;yÞ ;
exðx; yÞ 12 cxyðx; yÞ
1
2 cxyðx; yÞ eyðx; yÞ

  eP;
cðx; yÞ  fcxzðx; yÞ; cyzðx; yÞg  K1ðx; yÞ  fsxzðx; yÞ; syzðx; yÞg:
8>>><
>>>:3. The twist stress potential
In Section 2 it has been shown that the twist stress ﬁeld
sTW ¼ afTW : X#V is expressed in terms of the gradient of the
cross-section twist warping /TW : X#R. Alternatively, the twist
stress ﬁeld may be expressed in terms of the gradient of a scalar
potential W : X#R which in the linearly elastic, isotropic and
homogeneous SAINT–VENANT beam theory coincides with PRANDTL
stress function (Prandtl, 1903). Let us consider a multiply
connected cross-section X, with @Xo exterior boundary and @Xi
boundary of the hole i ¼ 1; . . . ;n (see Fig. 2). Resorting to the
differential and boundary equations of equilibrium for the twist
tangential stresses sTWðrÞ ¼ afTWðrÞ:
div fTWðrÞ ¼ curlðRfTWÞðrÞ ¼ 0; r 2 X;
gðfTWðrÞ;nðrÞÞ ¼ 0; r 2 @X;
(
it follows that the rotated ﬁeld of twist tangential stresses per unit
twist admits a potential W : X#R:
RfTWðrÞ ¼ rWðrÞ () fTWðrÞ ¼ RrWðrÞ:
Since the twist tangential strain ﬁeld is given by the relation
cTWða; rÞ ¼ K1ðrÞ  sTWða; rÞ;
the differential condition of kinematic compatibility
curlcTWða; rÞ ¼ divðRcTWÞða; rÞ ¼ 2a
and the boundary condition of equilibrium gðsTWðrÞ;nðrÞÞ ¼ 0 give:
div ðRK1RrWÞðrÞ ¼ 2 in X;
WðrÞ ¼ 0 on @Xo;
WðrÞ ¼ ci on @Xi; ci 2 R; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n:
8><
>:
Denoting by AðXiÞ the area of the domain Xi, the n boundary inte-
grability conditions:I
@Xi
gðcTWðrÞ; tðrÞÞds ¼ 2aAðXiÞ; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n;
provide the constants ci. In this respect, let us set the twist stress
potential in the form:





 WoðrÞ solution of the following boundary value problem with
homogeneous boundary conditions:divðRK1RrWoÞðrÞ ¼ 2; in X;
WoðrÞ ¼ 0; on @X;
( WiðrÞ; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, solutions of the following n boundary
value problems:
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WiðrÞ ¼ 0; on @Xo;
WiðrÞ ¼ dij; on @Xj; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n;
8><
>:where dij is KRONECKER symbol.
Recalling the expression of the twist tangential strain ﬁeld
cTWða; rÞ ¼ K1ðrÞ  sTWða; rÞ ¼ aK1ðrÞRrWðrÞ;
the boundary integrability conditions may be rewritten as:I
@Xi




























provides the values of the scalar constants ci, with i ¼ 0;1;2; . . . ;n.
In the linearly elastic isotropic and homogeneous SAINT–VENANT beam
theory, LAME´ shear moduli tensor ﬁeld takes the form KðrÞ ¼ l I, so
that we get POISSON-DIRICHLET problem for PRANDTL stress function (Pra-
ndtl, 1903):
D2WðrÞ ¼ 2l in X;
WðrÞ ¼ 0 on @Xo;
WðrÞ ¼ ci on @Xi; ci 2 R; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n;
8><
>:
and the linear system in the unknowns ci; i ¼ 0;1;2; . . . ;n (see e.g.







cj ¼ 2AðXiÞ 
I
@Xi
gðrWoðrÞ;nðrÞÞds:4. Relationship between the centres
The next result, which is the generalization of the one given in
(Romano et al., 2012, Prop. 3.1), provides the relative position of
twist and shear centres in the linearly elastic, orthotropic and ﬁb-
erwise homogeneous SAINT–VENANT beam theory.
Lemma 4.1. The relative position of twist and shear centres, CTW and
CSH, is given by the formula:
rCTW  rCSH ¼ RðJGðEÞÞ1
Z
X













for any twist tangential strain ﬁeld cTWða; rÞ ¼ aðRrþr/TWðrÞÞ.
Resorting to the relations:sðd01;a1Þ ¼ sSHðd01Þ þ sTWða1Þ;R
X sðd01;a1; rÞdA ¼
R
X s
SHðd01; rÞdA ¼ S1;R
X gðsðd01;a1; rÞ;RrÞdA ¼ gðRrCTW ; S1Þ;R
X gðsSHðd01; rÞ;RrÞdA ¼ gðRrCSH ; S1Þ;
8>><
>>>:
the formula above can be rewritten as:
agðRðrCTW  rCSH Þ; S1Þ þ
Z
X




gðsTWða1; rÞ;r/TWðrÞÞdA ¼ 0:
On the other hand, the differential and boundary conditions of
equilibrium:
divsTWða1; rÞ ¼ 0; in X;
gðsTWða1; rÞ;nðrÞÞ ¼ 0; on @X;

inserted in GREEN’s formula give:Z
X







gðsTWða1; rÞ;nðrÞÞ/TWðrÞds ¼ 0:
Recalling the relations: S1 ¼ JGðEÞ  d01, sSHðd01; rÞ ¼ FSHðrÞ  d01 and
cTWða; rÞ ¼ K1ðrÞ  sTWða; rÞ ¼ aK1ðrÞ  fTWðrÞ;
the result follows. h
The next statement reveals that, for multiply connected sec-
tions, the relative position of twist and shear centres may be ex-
pressed in terms of the sole twist stress potential W : X#R
introduced in Section 3.
Proposition 4.1. (Relationship between the centres) The relative
position of twist and shear centres, CTW and CSH, is provided by the
formula:











:Proof. Let us split the shear tensor ﬁeld deﬁned in Section 2 as:
FSH ¼ FSHP þ FSH/ , with
FSHP ðrÞ :¼ KðrÞ  23 ðRrgRPrÞ;
FSH/ ðrÞ :¼ KðrÞ  r/SHðrÞT ;
(
so that the integral in Lemma 4.1
R
X F
SHðrÞTKðrÞ1  fTWðrÞdA may be



















/ ðrÞTKðrÞ1  fTWðrÞdA ¼ 0;
whose evaluation is given in Lemmata 4.3 and 4.4. h
The next result will be resorted to in the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.2. div ðRPrgRrÞR
  ¼ 3RPr.Proof. Recalling the deﬁnition of divergence of a tensor ﬁeld
B 2 LðV ;VÞ
gðdivB;hÞ :¼ divðBThÞ; 8h 2 V ;
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gðdivððRPrgRrÞRÞ;hÞ :¼ divðRTðRrgRPrÞhÞ;
¼ divðgðRPr;hÞrÞ; 8h 2 V ;
given that RTR ¼ I and, by the deﬁnition of tensor product:
RTðRrgRPrÞh ¼ gðRPr;hÞRTRr ¼ gðRPr;hÞr:
Since, for any scalar ﬁeld f and vector ﬁeld w the relation holds:
divðfwÞ ¼ fdivwþ gðrf ;wÞ;
we infer the formula:
divðgðRPr;hÞrÞ ¼ gðRPr;hÞdivrþ gðrðgðRPr;hÞÞ; rÞ
¼ 2gðRPr;hÞ þ gðRPr;hÞ ¼ 3gðRPr;hÞ;
being div r ¼ 2, rðgðRPr;hÞÞ ¼ ðRPÞTh and gððRPÞTh; rÞ ¼ gðRPr;hÞ.
The statement follows. hLemma 4.3. (First term)Z
X











:Proof. Resorting to the expressions:
FSHP ðrÞ ¼ KðrÞ  23 ðRrgRPrÞ
fTWðrÞ ¼ RrWðrÞ;
(
we have the relation:Z
X






By LEIBNIZ rule we get:
ðRPrgRrÞRrWðrÞ¼div WðrÞ ðRPrgRrÞR
  WðrÞdiv ðRPrgRrÞR ;
so that, being div ðRPrgRrÞR
  ¼ 3RPr (Lemma 4.3) andFig. 3. Twist stress potential W: lines of shearWðrÞ ¼ 0 on @Xo;
WðrÞ ¼ ci on @Xi; ci 2 R; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n;
































The result follows. hLemma 4.4 (Second term).Z
X
FSH/ ðrÞTKðrÞ1  fTWðrÞdA ¼ 0:Proof. Recalling the relation:
FSH/ ðrÞ ¼ KðrÞ  r/SHðrÞT ;
and resorting to LEIBNIZ rule and the divergence theorem we get the
equality:Z
X








By imposing the differential and boundary conditions of equilib-
rium for the twist tangential stresses sTWða; rÞ ¼ afTWðrÞ, i.e.:
div fTWðrÞ ¼ 0; r 2 X;
gðfTWðrÞ;nðrÞÞ ¼ 0; r 2 @X;
(
the result follows. hing stress – r = 10/50 – K and E: constant.
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In TIMOSHENKO beam theory the sliding-torsional compliance









with sSH and cTW the shear sliding and the torsional curvature. TIMOS-
HENKO shear centre CSHtimo is the pole such that the vanishing of the
resultant twisting moment about it implies the vanishing of cTW.
The relative position of TIMOSHENKO and SAINT–VENANT shear centres
is given by the formula rCSHtimo  rCSH ¼ ðD22Þ
1RD12 which, rewritten
in coordinates, reproduces the one by Yu et al. (2002). It is known
that for homogeneous and isotropic beams, TIMOSHENKO shear centre,
evaluated by SAINT–VENANT theory, coincides with SAINT–VENANT twist
centre (Romano et al., 2012). This result is extendible to orthotropic
and ﬁberwise homogeneous beams. Indeed, imposing the energy
condition of equivalence:Fig. 4. Twist stress potential W: 3-D plot – r = 10/50 - K and E: constant.
Fig. 5. Twist tangential stress ﬁeld per unit twist fTW – r = 10/50- K and EgðS; sSHÞ þMCSHcTW ¼
Z
X
gðsðd0;a; rÞ;K1ðrÞ  sðd0;a; rÞÞdA;
with S;MCSH arbitrary shear force and twisting moment, sðd
0
;aÞ
and sðd0;aÞ the SAINT–VENANT elastic tangential stress ﬁelds associ-
ated with the pairs of parameters:
d0;a
	 




 ¼ JGðEÞ1  S;MCSHcðKÞ
 
;







D22 ¼ 1cðKÞ ;
D12 ¼ D22RðrCSH  rCTW Þ:
8><
>:
The expressions of the shear sliding and torsional curvature in
terms of the shearing and twist are given by:: constant. Color spectrum: kfTWðx; yÞk :¼ ½ðf TWx Þ2ðx; yÞ þ ðf TWy Þ2ðx; yÞ
1
2.
Fig. 6. Shear modulus z ¼ l1ðx; yÞ ¼ x2 þ 1; r = 10/50.
Fig. 7. Shear modulus z ¼ l2ðx; yÞ ¼ y2 þ 1; r = 10/50.
Fig. 8. EULER modulus z ¼ Eðx; yÞ ¼ x2 þ y2 þ 1; r = 10/50.
Fig. 9. Twist stress potential W: lines of shearing st





 d0 þ RðrCSH  rCTW Þ  a;




Coincidence of TIMOSHENKO shear centre with SAINT–VENANT twist cen-
tre follows by the formula rCSHtimo  rCSH ¼ ðD22Þ
1RD12.6. Numerical computations
Let us analyze L-shaped sections of orthotropic SAINT–VENANT
beams, with homogeneous and ﬁberwise homogeneous elastic
moduli and constant POISSON ratios. Cartesian axes fx; yg, parallel
to the L-shaped section sides and with origin in the centroid G,
are assumed to be principal directions of orthotropy. Accordingly,
POISSON and LAME´ tensors are expressed by the matrices:
Pðx; yÞ  m1 0
0 m2

; Kðx; yÞ  l1ðx; yÞ 00 l2ðx; yÞ

:
The relative position of twist and shear centres is given by the
formula:
















X Eðx; yÞy2 dA

;
and W : X#R solution of DIRICHLET problem:
divðRK1RrWÞðrÞ ¼ 2 in X;
WðrÞ ¼ 0 on @X:
(
:
Let us provide two deﬁnitions. r denotes the ratio between the
thickness and the length of the cross-section middle-line. The lines
of shearing stress are the level sets of the twist stress potential, in ac-
cord with the terminology adopted by Sokolnikoff (1956, Section 35,
pages 116–117)with reference to PRANDTL stress function for isotropicress – r = 10/50 – K and E: ﬁberwise constant.
Fig. 10. Twist stress potentialW: 3-D plot – r = 10/50 – K and E: ﬁberwise constant.
Table 1
Relative position of shear and twist centres vs. thickness ratio in homogeneous and
composite orthotropic L-sections- P: constant.
K and E: constant K and E: ﬁberwise constant
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position of the centres are evaluated, by MATLAB, in the following
cases.
(1) Homogeneous orthotropic L-sections.
Thickness ratio: r ¼ 1=59;2=58;3=57;4=56;5=55;6=54;7=53;
8=52;9=51;10=50.
POISSON ratios: m1 ¼ 0:2 and m2 ¼ 0:3.
LAME´ shear moduli: l1ðx; yÞ ¼ 1 and l2ðx; yÞ ¼ 2.
EULER modulus: Eðx; yÞ ¼ 1.
In Figs. 3–5 the lines of shearing stress, the twist stress
potential and the relevant twist tangential stress ﬁeld per
unit twist fTWðrÞ ¼ RrWðrÞ are plotted on the cross-sec-
tion with thickness ratio r = 10/50.
(2) Composite orthotropic L-sections.
Thickness ratio: r ¼ 1=59;2=58;3=57;4=56;5=55;6=54;
7=53;8=52;9=51;10=50.
POISSON ratios: m1 ¼ 0:2 and m2 ¼ 0:3.
LAME´ shear moduli: l1ðx; yÞ ¼ x2 þ 1 and l2ðx; yÞ ¼ y2 þ 1
(see Figs. 6, 7).
EULER modulus: Eðx; yÞ ¼ x2 þ y2 þ 1 (see Fig. 8).Fig. 11. Twist tangential stress ﬁeld per unit twist fTW – r = 10/50 – K and E: ﬁbIn Figs. 9–11 the lines of shearing stress, the twist stress
potential and the relevant twist tangential stress ﬁeld per
unit twist fTWðrÞ ¼ RrWðrÞ are plotted on the cross-sec-
tion with thickness ratio r = 10/50.
The relative positions of twist and shear centres for the homoge-
neous and composite orthotropic L-sections analyzed above are
listed in Table 1.7. Conclusions
The linearly elastic, orthotropic and ﬁberwise homogeneous
SAINT–VENANT beam theory, with arbitrary, even multiply connected,
cross-section, has been formulated with a coordinate-free ap-
proach. Preliminarily, expressions of displacement, strain and
stress ﬁelds and locations of shear and twist centres have been pro-
vided. The relative position of twist and shear centres is expressed
in terms of the sole twist stress potential. This result extends the
ones contributed by Pearson (1956); Stephen and Maltbaek
(1979); Romano et al. (2012) in the special context of isotropic
and homogeneous beams. In particular, vanishing of the tensor of
POISSON ratios P implies coincidence of twist and shear centres.
Numerical results listed in Table 1 reveal that the relative positionerwise constant. Color spectrum: kfTWðx; yÞk :¼ ½ðf TWx Þ2ðx; yÞ þ ðf TWy Þ2ðx; yÞ
1
2 .
3046 R. Barretta / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 3038–3046of twist and shear centres is not signiﬁcantly affected by variation
of elastic moduli. Furthermore, computational evidences lead to
the conclusion that shear and twist centres of homogeneous and
composite orthotropic sections, with constant POISSON ratios, can
be assumed to be coincident in technical applications. This result
conﬁrms the one reported in Romano et al. (2012) in the special
case of homogeneous and isotropic beams. There, it was also pro-
ven that TIMOSHENKO shear centre, evaluated by the homogeneous
and isotropic SAINT–VENANT beam theory, coincides with
SAINT–VENANT twist centre. In Section 5 it has been shown that the
same result holds true also for orthotropic and ﬁberwise homoge-
neous beams. Accordingly the formula of TIMOSHENKO shear centre
(Yu et al., 2002) provides exactly also SAINT–VENANT twist centre
and a technically acceptable assessment of SAINT–VENANT shear
centre.
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